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Disclaimer
This document contains statements related to 
our current and future developments that may 
constitute forward-looking statements.  
They are subject to changes and may be available 
in a Pronto Xi 770 service pack or future release 
of Pronto Xi.

All diagrams, drawings, product screenshots 
and any other types of visualisations in this 
document, use demo or synthetic data created 
for display purposes only. 
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Foundation

Pronto Xi TrueForm Neo 3.2

This release contains key major improvements 
around TrueForm Neo windows service which 
provides improved visualisation of the service. 
In addition, the release delivers a new backup 
and restore facility which supports effective 
systems management.  

Foundation

New Logging Interface.

A new backup and restore facility which can be 
effectively used for recovery.

Please note that since the update, further 
developments have been made so we highly 
recommend upgrading to the latest version, 
Pronto Xi TrueForm Neo 3.2.1.
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Family Domestic Leave (FDL)

Family Domestic Leave is available as a tracked 
leave type in line with legislation changes.  
Employers will have the ability to set masking 
rules for FDL in terms of how it is represented 
on payslips and within the Employee Portal.  
Payroll Officers can view FDL entitlement for an 
employee on the employee master screen similar 
to other existing leave types. 

These changes have been patched to lower 
versions of Pronto Xi being versions 730 to 770.3.

Payroll & Resources
Payroll & Resources
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Retail

Promotions and  
Pricing Engine
The Promotions and Pricing Engine is a 
powerful tool designed to streamline the 
management of promotions and pricing for 
your business. 

The new user experience and user interface 
features responsive design, with dynamic 
form entry and intuitive workflows that 
change based on the offer you choose. The 
engine’s creation workflows take you through 
all the necessary screens to create the rule 
or offer based on the type selected. The new 
management screen allows you to manage 
all pricing and promotions easily. Customer 
pricing functionality is available, working 
seamlessly with your offers and providing 
greater flexibility to control exclusivity when 
multiple rules apply. The engine now includes 
new filter criteria, allowing you to select the 
criteria and values you need, with an upload 
facility for item/price promotions.

The new engine is compatible with the 
POS app and is available offline. APIs are also 
available for eCommerce, providing price 
consistency and all the functionality of the 
full engine.

Dynamic Form Entry

The Pronto Xi Promotions and Pricing Engine 
now has new intuitive workflows. The dynamic 
entry form will adapt to the promotions or 
pricing entered, simplifying the process.

Management Screen

All promotions and pricing can now be 
managed from one screen. With datagrid 
filters in place, current active offers can be 
seen without needing to check special pricing 
or external spreadsheets. All data can be 
filtered from one screen.

New offer types  

New offer types have now been added into 
Pronto Xi Promotions and Pricing Engine - 
including advanced BOGO and multibuy.

Price Rules

Multiple Prices can be added so that 
customers can receive different pricing – with 
no need to manually enter or re-enter data. 
The rules only need to be set up in the engine 
once, simplifying the buying process for 
customers and staff.

Retail
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New filter criteria

This new filter allows users to select different 
criteria and values for pricing, while including 
an upload facility. For example, users can 
include the filter ‘brand’ and select only the 
specific brands to include in the promotion. 

eCommerce API

The Promotions and Pricing Engine updates 
and changes can link to any third party or 
eCommerce platform via newly built APIs.

Pronto POS app
The updates to the Promotions and 
Pricing Engine are also supported in the 
Pronto POS app. This capability allows users 
to run the app offline but still have all updated 
pricing information made readily available. 



info@pronto.net
1300 PRONTO (1300 77 66 86)

We are an Australian developer of award winning 
business management and analytics solutions. 
Pronto Xi, our Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) 
software, integrates accounting, operational and  
mobile features in a single system – optimising 
business processes and unlocking actionable insights. 
That’s why for more than 40 years, over  
1,500 Australian and global organisations, across 
a wide range of industries, have trusted Pronto Xi  
to simplify their most complex challenges. 
With headquarters and our Development Centre 
located in Melbourne, we have support offices and 
consultants based across Australia, as well as a global 
network of Resellers and Solution Partners. Specialised 
business units within Pronto Software have the 
expertise to assist you with pivotal technology – 
Digital Transformation with Pronto Woven, Cloud and 
Hosting services with Pronto Cloud and Business 
Intelligence solutions with Pronto iQ.
When you choose Pronto Software, you gain a team 
with deep industry experience, giving us the ability to 
understand your specific needs and build innovative 
solutions that drive business growth and revenue. 

About us

pronto.net
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https://www.pronto.net/
https://www.pronto.net/
https://twitter.com/ProntoSoftware
https://www.youtube.com/user/prontosoftware
https://au.linkedin.com/company/pronto-software

